
Audience Participation (Q&A) For
Discussion Skits & Presentations

Each student should make one comment and ask one question to each discussant, speaker or presenter based on 
insights and queries.

Statement on general form of presentation
Tell the presenter what you think of the quality of the form pertaining to delivery: posture, eye contact, voice, 
audio/visuals quality etc.

“Your presentation was clear and easy to understand, but you need to speak a bit louder and make eye contact 
with the audience.”

Statement on quality of content
Tell presenter your impression of quality and organization (order of slides) of content. How well did the title and 
thesis support the data and examples throughout the presentation? Was it properly referenced?

“I thought the title of your presentation was represented well by the content, but some of the organization was a 
bit hard to follow and you should have included a reference slide at the end.”

Opinion on content
Please give your opinion freely on your impression of the content. Base it on observation of certain aspects of 
the topic with examples. Be respectful but you can also be critical. Opinions can also express how the 
presentation made you feel, if there was an emotional impact.

“I thought your topic was interesting, for example, when you said '....”.  I want to learn more about this now.”

“Your presentation inspired me emotionally to want to get more involved in this important topic!”

Question on matter of fact regarding the general form
Ask presenter how they learned or prepared for delivery, or how they gained confidence in order to make their 
presentation.

“Why did you have so few slides to cover such a wide topic? I felt it was not enough.”

“How did you learn to speak English so well in front of the public? I'm impressed by your proficiency.”

Question on facts of content
Ask presenter how they decided on their topic, thesis or hypothesis. What did they do to make sure the content 
supported their topic and thesis?

“Did you think your hypothesis would match the findings or your research when you first chose this topic?”

Question on opinion of presenter regarding content
Ask presenter how and why they chose their topic, what their background knowledge was and how it may have 
helped them.

“How did you first become interested in this topic?”
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